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THEOREM. Let V be a Banach space, O a convex neighborhood of the 
origin in V and f: Q—*R a Ck+2 f unction (feèl) having the origin as a 
nondegenerate critical point, with ƒ (0) = 0. Then there is a neighborhood 
U of the origin and a Ck diffeomorphism <t>: U-+6 with cf>(0) = 0 and 
(Z>0)o = the identity map of V such that for x £ Uf(<t>(x)) = i(D2f)o(x, x). 

REMARK. The above theorem is a classical result of Marston Morse 
in the case that V is finite dimensional and was generalized by the 
author to the case that F is a Hubert space [ l ] , [3]. The latter proof 
makes use of operator theory in Hubert space and does not extend in 
any obvious way to more general Banach spaces. The proof we give 
below is completely elementary and works for arbitrary V of course. 
Recent developments in the calculus of variations from a Banach 
manifold point of view (see for example [4]) make it desirable to 
have the theorem in this degree of generality. 

The technique behind our proof was pioneered by J. Moser in a 
somewhat different and finite dimensional setting [2]. The present 
paper was inspired by a recent result of A. Weinstein [5] where 
Moser's method is adapted to the Banach manifold setting. 

Put ƒ = / i and define f°: 0->2? by f°(x)=%(D2f)0(x, x). Define 
f: 6-+R 0 ^ / ^ l by / l = / ° + / ( f 1 - / 0 ) and note that (f, x)*-+f'(x) is a 
Ck+2 map of IX0-+R. Note also that if we define/ ' : 6-+R by ftQ(x) 
= d/dt\ t-t9f*(x) then clearly ƒ * = ƒ * - ƒ °. 

Moser's trick, suitably adapted, is to look for a smooth one-
parameter family <j>t of Ck local diffeomorphisms, defined in a neigh
borhood U of 0, with <f>o the identity, such that ƒ ' o <t>t =f° in U. This, 
of course, gives the theorem by taking 0 = # i , since f=f1. On its face 
we seem to have replaced our problem by a harder one; however, the 
nonlinear equation ƒ' o <j>t =f° for (f>t is equivalent to d/dt(fl o <f>t) = 0 
which, as we shall see, is in turn equivalent to DpiX*) — —f*, where 
X1 is the time dependent vector field generating 4>t. The latter is a 
linear equation for X% which can be solved explicitly. 

Suppose then that X1, O ^ / ^ l is a Ck time dependent vector field 
on 0 (i.e. (t, x)*->Xl

x is a Ck map of IXQ->V) with X'0 = 0 and (DX*)0 

= 0. Let fr-*<l>t(x) be the maximum integral curve of X1 starting at 
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